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incentive; and their intelligence is scarcely sufficient to
show them that serving their country as soldiers is not
the only duty of citizens.'7
Like most persons, the Turk is neither a saint nor a
devil. He can be extremely aggressive when provoked,
but needs a sharp provocation which in the past has often
consisted of a sweeping State edict. The Turk has the
bluff, outstanding qualities of a dominant race, for which
he is attractive to Anglo-Saxons. On the other hand, he
has paid scant attention to literature, science, or art;
and until lately, at least, his record has not been com-
mendable either in governing or in the business de-
velopment of his country. But there is no reason to
assume that the new rulers of Turkey cannot achieve con-
structiv§ results for their commendable programs. Sir
Adam Block, Chairman of the Ottoman Public Debt, has
been quoted as remarking at Lausanne (1922) of a com-
mon inability to estimate the extremely modern Turk, a
novel type in the country. But the typical and most
numerous element of the population consists of the Ana-
tolian Turkish peasant, who has been sorely stamped
under foot by the past wielders of Imperial authority at
Constantinople. The vast majority of people who have
lived in Turkey do not take exception to the verdict of a
leading scholar on Near Eastern civilization, Prof. W. L.
Westermann of Columbia University, who states (Asia,
December, 1922) that missionaries, archaeologists, mer-
chants, and soldiers testify that "the Anatolian Turk is
as honest as any other people of the Near East, that he
is a hard working farmer, a brave and generous fighter,
endowed fundamentally with chivalrous instincts."
Of most vital importance in the business and trade of
the country were the Greeks, who numbered over a mill-
ion people in Asia Minor (1914), but now are reduced to
a few thousand in Turkey, exclusive of Constantinople,
They have long lived in Constantinople and in the coast

